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Two-photon excitation of a three-level atom in a ladder configuration (1!2!3) by simultaneous illumi-
nation with fields in squeezed vacuum and coherent states results in quantum interference for the excitation
process. The particular configuration considered here is one for which the signal and idler output fields of a
subthreshold nondegenerate optical parametric oscillator are in resonance with the two-stepwise dipole atomic
transitions (1!2,2!3), while a ‘‘reference oscillator’’ field is in two-photon resonance with the quadrupole
transition (1!3). In an extension of the work of Ficek and Drummond @Phys. Rev. A 43, 6247 ~1991!#, a
theoretical formulation based on the full quantum master equation for the problem is presented. The combined
effects of quantum interference and the nonclassical character of the squeezed state are investigated, and offer
the potential for a new detection strategy for quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field with ultrahigh
frequencies ~10’s–100’s THz!. Based on the theory developed, we analyze quantum interference in excitation
in several special cases relevant to experimental realizations, including the effects of a small focusing angle of
the squeezing onto the atoms, and unusual population inversions. Special emphasis is given to identifying
intrinsically quantum optical field effects versus classical field effects. Procedures that could distinguish be-
tween the two ~i.e., classical and nonclassical! are suggested. @S1050-2947~98!06109-5#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.50.Dv, 32.80.Wr, 42.50.HzI. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of squeezed light with atoms has been
extensively studied theoretically over the past decade @1,2#.
The phenomena revealed by these studies can be broadly
divided into two categories, according to the efficiency with
which the squeezed field and an atom are coupled. In the first
case, efficient coupling of atoms to the nonclassical reservoir
provided by the squeezed fields leads to a modification of the
radiative processes of the atoms, such as modified atomic
decay rates and altered atomic saturation. In the second case
of inefficient coupling, perhaps surprisingly, the manifestly
quantum fluctuations of the squeezed state can nevertheless
drive atomic populations in ways not possible if the statistics
of the fields were classical. Examples of the latter case are
two-photon excitation @3–5#, photon statistics in resonance
fluorescence @6,7#, and squeezing of the collective atomic
spin @27#. In contrast to the numerous theoretical advances in
the area, experimental work has been proven to be extremely
difficult with only one experiment @8# having demonstrated a
purely nonclassical effect of the second category. In particu-
lar, in our experiment of Ref. @8#, a two-photon transition in
a three-level atom (1!2!3) was excited by the correlated
signal and idler fields of a subthreshold nondegenerate opti-
cal parametric oscillator. In striking contrast to the classical
quadratic dependance, the excited-state population r33 was
observed to exhibit a slope less than 2 with respect to the
incident intensity; in fact observations with a slope as low as
1.3 were recorded. An additional attempt in our group to
couple squeezed light and atoms within the setting of cavity
QED @9# was sensitive only to the fact that the squeezed
states have an asymmetric phase-space distribution for the
fluctuations of the quadrature-field amplitudes, but did not
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excitation field was nonclassical.
To investigate two-photon excitation with squeezed light
further, we carried out yet another experiment beyond that
described in Ref. @8#. Here the objective was to explore ex-
plicitly the issue of the phase sensitivity of the excitation
process, where now the quadrature amplitudes Xu(V), de-
fined by
Xˆ u~V![ aˆ~V!e2iu1 aˆ†~V!eiu, ~1!
have appreciable Fourier content for signal vs and idler v i
frequencies vs ,i5v06V0 offset by V0/2p.12.5 THz from
the center frequency v0 . This frequency span is well beyond
the detection capabilities of conventional homodyne photo-
detection schemes, so that a new technique is required for
investigation of such high frequency ~cw! correlations. The
whole approach in Ref. @10# is an attempt to develop such a
new detection strategy, whereby the atom itself is employed
as a nonlinear mixing element for the demodulation of the
high-frequency fluctuations of the field.
Briefly reviewing the principles of the experiment of Ref.
@10#, we recall that it is based on the combination of two-
photon nonclassical excitation as studied in Ref. @8#, together
with coherent excitation leading to quantum interference
~QI! as described in Ref. @12#. More specifically, the se-
quence 1!2!3 corresponding to the 6S1/2F54
!6P3/2F855!6D5/2F956 transition in atomic Cs was ex-
cited by the signal and idler output fields from a subthreshold
nondegenerate optical parametric oscillator ~ND-OPO! at
frequencies (vs ,v i) corresponding to the resonance frequen-
cies (v21 ,v32) of the 6S1/2F54!6P3/2F855 and
6P3/2F855!6D5/2F956 transitions, respectively. At the
same time, the atom was illuminated with a coherent ‘‘refer-
ence oscillator’’ ~RO! field of frequency vRO , resonant with
the two-photon transition frequency corresponding to half
that of the 6S1/2F54!6D5/2F956 transition, vRO.v31/2.676 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ways, i.e., either via two dipole stepwise absorptions from
the signal and idler fields, resulting in the 1!2 and 2!3
transitions, respectively, or via quadrupole, two-photon ab-
sorption from the RO field, which leads to the direct 1!3
transition. The amplitudes for these two indistinguishable ex-
citation pathways interfere coherently to result in QI which
can manifest itself as a modulation of the excited-state popu-
lation r33 as the phases of the various excitation fields are
varied. As observed and analyzed in Ref. @10#, this effect can
lead to phase-sensitive detection of squeezing for signal and
idler fields separated by hundreds of THz, where in Ref. @10#
the correlated signal and idler fields were separated by 25
THz. Implicit in this discussion is that the excitation fields
are phase coherent over the relevant relaxation time T over
the other which is a necessary condition for the preservation
of QI. If the excitation lasers were incoherent with each other
over T, the total excitation probability would simply be the
incoherent sum of the excitation probabilities of each path-
way of excitation.
In the present paper, our goal is to extend the simple
theoretical picture given in Ref. @10#, and to provide a gen-
eral theoretical foundation for these types of experiments.
We also wish to explore possible extensions of our work,
with emphasis on the nonclassical properties of the squeezed
fields in contrast to our previous theoretical analysis in Ref.
@11# which deals with all-coherent-state excitation. To this
end, in Sec. II we describe in more detail the radiation source
and atomic system under consideration, and then in Sec. III
present the Hamiltonian formulation of our problem. By
drawing heavily on the prior analysis of Ref. @5#, in Sec. IV
we derive the master equation for the atom illuminated with
signal, idler, and reference oscillator fields, from which the
Bloch equations that determine the dynamical evolution of
the system follow in Sec. V. These equations are solved for
the atomic populations in steady state in Sec. VI. Section VII
is devoted to a discussion of the effects of a small solid angle
over which the squeezed fields are focused onto the atom.
Section VIII analyzes the effects of a large solid angle on the
phase-sensitive features of the atomic populations and popu-
lation inversions with an emphasis on distinguishing between
quantum and classical effects. Finally, we end with conclu-
sions in Sec. IX.
II. PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The basic structure of the atomic system under consider-
ation is shown on Fig. 1. A three-level atom with eigenstates
u1&, u2&, and u3& is in a ladder configuration with eigenfre-
quencies $v21 ,v32 ,v31% defined by v i j5(Ei2E j)/\ and
full width at half maximum atomic decay rates given by g2
and g3 for the transitions u2&!u1& and u3&!u2&, respec-
tively. In addition, we define D5u@(v31)/2#2v32u
5u@(v31)/2#2v21u to characterize the degree of nondegen-
eracy ~i.e., D is the frequency distance of the intermediate
excited state 2 from half the two-photon eigenfrequency of
the atom; see Fig. 1!.
This model atom is assumed to be illuminated by the field
with positive frequency component «ˆ5 «ˆ01 «ˆq , which is
composed of the following two parts: First, the field «ˆ0 istaken to be in a coherent state with eigenvalue given by
«05e0e
2i(v0t1f0), where e0 is the amplitude and f0 the
spatial phase of the field at the position of the atom. We will
refer to «0 as the RO. Second, the field «ˆq is taken to be the
output of a subthreshold ND-OPO. As usual @13#, the output
of the ND-OPO consists of two energy-carrying sidebands,
namely, the signal and idler fields with spectral distributions
centered at frequencies vs ,i5v086D8, respectively, and
placed symmetrically around the frequency v08 . A real ND-
OPO can generate many such pairs of sidebands, but, due to
atomic resonance conditions described below, only a single
pair is relevant for the problem considered here. For the pur-
poses of the present analysis ~and as is at the core of our
experiment @10#! we assume that the frequency v0 of the
coherent field «ˆ0 is the same as that of the central frequency
v08 for the signal and idler fields (v05v08). Therefore, the
electromagnetic field illuminating the atoms consists of three
main frequency components centered at v0 , vs5v01D8,
and v i5v02D8. The detunings of these components of the
driving field from the atomic eigenfrequencies are defined by
d0 , d i and ds :
v05
v31
2 1d0 ,
vs5v211ds , ~2!
v i5v321d i .
Since vs ,i5v06D8, we have that
ds5d01~D82D!,
~3!
d i5d02~D82D!.
In the subsequent analysis, we assume that v0'v13/2, i.e.,
d0 is small, and that D'D8, with the residual detunings ds
and d i , on the order of the atomic linewidths (g2 ,g3). We
also take the quantum field «ˆq to be a broadband field with
respect to the atomic linewidths (g2 ,g3), so that ds and d i
do not enter the description of the dynamics of the system.
This assumption allows us to avoid the complexity of finite
bandwidth squeezed excitation @14#. However, the coherent
part of the total excitation field «ˆ0 is by definition narrow-
band, so that the detuning d0 will be important in the sys-
tem’s dynamics.
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the atomic system under
consideration.
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domain via the creation and annihilation operators aˆ(v) and
aˆ†(v) in frequency domain, related to each other as usual by
«ˆq(t)5*A(\v8/2e0V) aˆ(v8)eiv8tdv8. The operators aˆ and
aˆ† satisfy the commutation relation
@ aˆ†~v!, aˆ~v8!#5d~v2v8!, ~4!
and the nonclassical properties of the quantum field «ˆq can
be summarized in terms of the expectation values of the cor-
relation functions of aˆ and aˆ† which are taken to be of the
following form for the output of a ND-OPO @5#:
^ aˆ†~v!aˆ~v8!&5N~v!d~v2v8! ~5!
and
^ aˆ~v!aˆ~v8!&5M ~v!d~2v02v2v8!
5M ~2v02v!d~2v02v2v8!. ~6!
The functions N(v) and M (v) are slowly varying functions
of frequency v, peaked at the signal and idler frequencies vs
and v i , and of width given in terms of the ~cold-cavity!
linewidth of the ND-OPO. Furthermore, as shown in Ref.
@5#,
uM ~v!u2<N~v!N~2v02v!1min@N~v!,N~2v02v!# ,
~7!
with the complex number M written as
M ~v!5uM ~v!ueifs, ~8!
where fs is the phase of the squeezed vacuum. We define
quantum squeezing by the condition uM (v)u2
.N(v)N(2v02v). Note that for uM (v)u50 the statistics
of the field become indistinguishable from a thermal source
~i.e., a phase-symmetric distribution of fluctuations for the
quadrature amplitudes of the field!. Also, we will define a
‘‘classical’’ squeezed state to be such that 0,uM (v)u2
<N(v)N(2v02v) ~i.e., an asymmetric phase-space distri-
bution for the quadrature amplitudes, but with a lower bound
set by the vacuum fluctuations for the ‘‘quiet’’ quadrature!.
In Sec. VII, the distinction between the cases of quantum
squeezing, classical squeezing, and thermal states will be-
come important when we try to infer the nonclassical statis-
tics of the exciting fields from the properties of the atomic
excitation, and hence identify intrinsically quantum effects in
the atomic processes.
Before proceeding with the full-theory analysis it is worth
recalling the simplified analysis given in Ref. @10#, which
helps in motivating the subsequent discussion. There, the
starting point was Mollow’s @15# expression for the two-
photon excitation rate, given in terms of the fourth-order
correlation function D(t) of the excitation field «ˆ ,
D~t![^«ˆ†~ t1t!«ˆ†~ t1t!«ˆ~ t !«ˆ~ t !&. ~9!
Substituting «ˆ(t)5 «ˆ01 «ˆq , taking the Fourier transform of
D(t), and using the relations given by Eqs ~4!, ~5!, and ~6!,
leads tor33}F~V!5e0
4F11 2M effe02 cos~2f01fs!G12e02N~V!,
~10!
where
F~V![~1/2p!E eiVtD~t!dt
and
M eff[E uM ~V8!udV8.
From this expression for the excited-state population r33 , it
is obvious that r33 has an oscillating component whose ori-
gin is QI. Moreover, by monitoring this oscillating term one
obtains a handle on M eff which is a measure of the nonclas-
sical correlations of the ND-OPO output. However, as ex-
plained in Ref. @10#, in order to claim that nonclassical ob-
servations between the signal and idler outputs of the ND-
OPO have been observed, one must show that the quantum
squeezing condition uM (v)u2.N(v)N(2v02v) is satis-
fied. Unfortunately, the detection of M eff using QI lacks a
direct comparison of N with M, although alternative methods
have been proposed @10#.
For completeness, we note that in the usual homodyne
detection of squeezing the Fourier transform of the photocur-
rent is given by
C~V!5e0
4F11 2Neffe02 G12e02@N~V!
1uM ~V!ucos~2f01fs!# , ~11!
where Neff[*N(V8)dV8. The second term in this case is pro-
portional to the usual definition of the spectrum of squeezing
@13,16,17# given by S(V ,u)52@N(V)1uM (V)ucos u#,
which takes negative values only if the quantum squeezing
condition is satisfied.
In summary, comparing the methods of QI and the tradi-
tional homodyne detection of squeezing, we emphasize that
while QI allows access to nonclassical correlations between
fields that differ in frequency by 10’s–100’s of THz ~via M!,
the validation of the condition for quantum squeezing is not
so trivial. On the other hand while the usual homodyne
method automatically compares M with N, it cannot detect
correlations between fields that are separated in frequency by
more than few tens of GHz, because of the technical limita-
tions of the speed of available photodetectors. More details
about this issue can be found in Ref. @10#.
III. HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION
Our system is similar to the one studied by Ficek and
Drummond in Ref. @5#, with the important addition of the
RO field «ˆ0 . We have therefore chosen the master equation
of Ref. @5# as our starting point. Since the bulk of the for-
malism used here to deal with the quantum fields is drawn
from Ref. @5#, we will briefly explain the origin of and nota-
tions for the various terms. Note, however, that the addition
of the classical RO field as part of the total excitation field,
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interference of excitation pathways, which is a new arena
within the context of the interaction of squeezed light with
atoms.
With this in mind, we begin by writing the total Hamil-
tonian H tot of the system as
H tot5HA1HF1H int , ~12!
where HA describes the free evolution of atomic operators,
and is given by
HAum&5Emum& , ~13!for each of the atomic eigenstates m51, 2, and 3. HF is the
free-field Hamiltonian given by
HF5\E a†~v!a~v!v dv , ~14!
where the coherent state field «ˆ0 has been ignored in HF
since it contributes only a c number to the overall energy.
The interaction of the field with the atom is described by
H int , defined to beH int5i\E dvH F(
i
(jÞi gi j~v!Si jGa~v!2H.c.J 2i\Qo8@~S31e2i2~d0t1f0!2S13ei2~d0t1f0!!1i~b3S332b1S11!# , ~15!where gi j are coupling coefficients and Si j atomic operators
defined by Si j5ui&^ j u, i , j51, 2, and 3. As usual these op-
erators satisfy the commutation relation
@Si j ,Spq#5Siqd jp2Sp jdqi , ~16!
where d i j is the Kroniger delta function. Note that in the
electric-dipole approximation, g1350. The parameter Qo8 is a
‘‘Rabi-like’’ frequency that takes the form
Qo85
m1m2e0
2
4D\2 , ~17!
where m1 and m2 are the dipole moments that couple the
u1&$u2& and u2&$u3& transitions, respectively.
Before proceeding further let us take a moment to exam-
ine Eq. ~15! beginning with the first term which describes the
interaction of the atoms with the quantum field «ˆq and which
has been extensively discussed in Ref. @5#. This first term is
responsible for driving the u1&$u2& and u2&$u3& atomic
transitions. To account for the additional coherent-state com-
ponent of the field «ˆ0 , we add to the interaction Hamiltonian
the second term of Eq. ~15!, which is an effective Hamil-
tonian of the form analogous to that for the semiclassical
interaction of a coherent field with an atomic dipole @18#.
However, because this term describes a two-photon transi-tion, the usual Rabi frequency V}er has been replaced with
the two-photon analog given by Qo8}e2r2 ~note that, for a
three-level system, ^r&12^r&235^r2&13!.
This form of an effective Hamiltonian has been exten-
sively used for the study of two-photon absorption by many
authors @19–22#, and is valid under the assumption that the
three-level atom is far from degenerate @23# ~i.e., v i j@D
@dk!, which we assume to be the case in our work as well.
The parameters b1 and b3 quantify the strength of the
intensity-dependent Stark shifts of the u1& and u3& levels, re-
spectively, due to the virtual transition to the intermediate
~u2&! level @22#, and can be shown from Ref. @20# @Eq. ~63!#
and the definition of Qo8 to be related to each other by
b15
1
b3
5
um2u
um1u
.S g3g2D
1/2
, ~18!
where the last equality follows from Eq. ~21! in Ref. @5#.
IV. MASTER EQUATION
To simplify the subsequent analysis, we rewrite the total
Hamiltonian H tot as being composed of two parts, namely,
H tot5HFD1H0 , ~19!
where HFD is the part of the Hamiltonian analyzed by Ficek
and Drummond in Ref. @5# given byHFD5HA1HF1i\E dvH F(
i
(jÞi gi j~v!Si jGa~v!2H.c.J , ~20!
while H0 is an ‘‘effective’’ interaction Hamiltonian given by
H052i\Qo8@~S31e22i~d0t1f0!2S13e2i~d0t1f0!!1i~b3S332b1S11!# , ~21!
and describes the addition of the RO driving field «ˆ0 .
From Eq. ~19!, we derive a master equation for the atom, composed of two parts,
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]t
5S ]r]t D FD2Qo8@~S31e22i~d0t1f0!2S13e2i~d0t1f0!!2i~b3S332b1S11!,r# , ~22!
with the first term (]r/]t)FD being identical to that analyzed by Ficek and Drummond in Ref. @5#, and the second describing
the interaction of the atom with the additional «ˆ0 field. Furthermore, we adopt the simplified notation of Ref. @5#, namely,
Si
25(Si1)†[Si ,i11 and v i[v i11,i . Then, expanding Eq. ~22! results in the following expression:
]r
]t
52 (
i , j51
2
@M ~v i!h i j2iDv i j#~Si
1rS j
12S j
1Si
1r1S j
1rSi
12rSi
1S j
1!ei~v i1v j22vo!t2 (
i , j51
2
@M*~v i!h i j*1iDv i j*#
3~Si
2rS j
22S j
2Si
2r1S j
2rSi
22rSi
2S j
2!e2i~v i1v j22vo!t2 (
i , j51
2
N~v i!g i j~rS j
2Si
11S j
2Si
1r22Si
1rS j
2!ei~v i2v j !t
2 (
i , j51
2
@N~v i!11#g i j~rSi
1S j
21Si
1S j
2r22S j
2rSi
1!ei~v i2v j !t2i(
i51
2
~Dv i
01Dv i!~ ui&^iur2rui&^iu!
2Qo8@~S31r2rS31!e22i~d0t1f0!2~S13r2rS13!e2i~d0t1f0!#1iQo8@b3~S33r2rS33!2b1~S11r2rS11!# , ~23!where the first five terms correspond to the results of Ficek
and Drummond of Ref. @5~a!#, Eq. ~20!, while the last two
terms are due to «ˆ0 . In the above equation g ii , i51 and 2,
are equal to half the radiative decay constants for the
u1&!u2& and u2&!u3& transitions ~hence g115g2/2 and
g225g3/2!. The additional damping terms g12 and g21 @as
defined in Eq. ~21! of Ref. @5~a!## are in general nonzero, but
because we assume that the atom has nonequidistant energy
levels, with D large, these terms are rapidly oscillating and
may be dropped. In the above equation, the presence of
squeezing and the fact that M5^aa&Þ0 introduce the addi-
tional damping constants h i j @as defined in Eq. ~21! of Ref.
@5~a!## which are similar to the more traditional g i j . How-
ever, relative to g i j , the situation is reversed for h i j , for
which only h12 and h21 contribute, while the terms h11 and
h22 enter in fast oscillating terms that may be neglected. In
addition, it can be shown from Ref. @5# that h125h21*
5 12 Ag2g3, where any nonzero phase associated with h12 has
been absorbed without loss of generality into the phase of the
complex number M. The terms Dv i j are frequency shifts
caused by the presence of squeezing, while Dv i and Dv i
0 are
the more familiar Stark and Lamb shifts, respectively @ex-
plicitly defined in Eq. ~21! of Ref. @5~a!##. More details and
explicit derivation formulas for all the parameters h i j , g i j ,
Dv i j , Dv i , and Dv i
0 can be found in Ref. @5#.
V. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Next, we expand Eq. ~23! for the various components of
the density matrix, which leads to the following differential
equations for the atomic populations r11 , r22 , and r33 :
]r11
]t
5M ~v2!h212iDv21r13e22id0t1M*~v2!h21*
1iDv21* r31e2id0t2N~v1!g2r111N~v1!11g2r22
1Qo8~r13e22i~d0t1f0!1r31e2i~d0t1f0!!, ~24!]r22
]t
52$@M ~v1!h122iDv12#1@M ~v2!h21
2iDv21#%r13e22id0t2$@M*~v2!h21* 1iDv21* #
1@M*~v1!h12* 1iDv12* #%r31e2id0t2N~v2!g3r22
1N~v1!g2r112~N~v1!11 !g2r22
1@N~v2!11#g3r33 , ~25!
and
]r33
]t
5@M ~v1!h122iDv12#r13e22id0t1@M*~v1!h12*
1iDv12* #r31e2id0t1N~v2!g3r222N~v2!11g3r33
2Qo8~r13e22i~d0t1f0!1r31e2i~d0t1f0!!, ~26!
while for the atomic coherences r12 , r23 , and r13 we obtain
]r12
]t
5M*~v2!h21* 1iDv21* r32e2id0t2
1
2 @N~v2!g3
1N~v1!g21N~v1!11g2#r121i@~Dv201Dv2!
2~Dv1
01Dv1!#r121Qo8r32e2i~d0t1f0!2ib1Qo8r12 ,
~27!
]r23
]t
5M*~v1!h12* 1iDv12* r21e2id0t2
1
2 $N~v2!g3
1@N~v2!11#g31@N~v1!11#g2%r23
2i~Dv2
01Dv2!r232Qo8r21e2i~d0t1f0!
2ib3Qo8r23 , ~28!
and
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]t
52$@M*~v1!h12* 1iDv12* #1@M*~v2!h21*
1iDv21* #%r22e2id0t1@M*~v2!h21* 1iDv21* #r33e2id0t
1@M*~v1!h12* 1iDv12* #r11e2id0t2
1
2 @N~v1!g2
1N~v2!11g3#r132i~Dv101Dv1!r131Qo8
3~r332r11!e
2i~d0t1f0!2i~b11b3!Qo8r13 . ~29!
Finally, the last three components of the density matrix, r21 ,
r32 , and r31 are given by the complex conjugates of Eqs.
~27!–~29! since r i j5r j i* . Also note that due to the trace
condition Tr(r)51, only eight out of the nine components of
the density matrix r i j , i , jP$1,2,3%, are independent, which
implies that the differential equations ~24!–~26! are not in-
dependent, but satisfy (]r11 /]t)1(]r22 /]t)1(]r33 /]t)
50. Note that these equations reduce to Eq. ~3! of Ref. @5~b!#
if the two-photon excitation Qo850.
At this point, we will deviate from Ficek and Drum-
mond’s notation and introduce a normalization that will cast
all our equations into a dimensionless form. In particular we
define a new dimensionless time t to be
t5gt , ~30!where g[Ag2g3. In addition all frequencies and detunings
of the problem will be normalized to g, beginning with the
following normalized quantities:
d i j[
Dv i j
g
, ~31!
d i
S[
Dv i
g
, ~32!
d i
L[
Dv i
0
g
, ~33!
where d i j are the normalized frequency shifts due to the
squeezing, d i
S are the normalized Stark shifts, and d i
L are the
normalized Lamb shifts. Similarly, we normalize the two-
photon Rabi frequency to Qo[Qo8/g and the RO detuning
from the two-photon transition to d0!d0 /g , where, for no-
tational simplicity, d0 will now imply a normalized quantity.
By making these substitutions and change of variables in
Eqs. ~24!–~29! we arrive at the following set of coupled
differential equations for the independent elements of the
density matrix:]r22
]t
52@M2i~d121d21!#r13e22id0t2@M*1i~d 21* 1d 12* !#r31e2id0t1aN1~12r222r33!2a~N111 !r222
1
a
N2r22
1
1
a
~N211 !r33 , ~34!
]r33
]t
5S 12 M2id12D r13e22id0t1S 12 M*1id 12* D r31e2id0t1 1a N2r222 1a ~N211 !r332Qo@r13e22i~d0t1f0!1r31e2i~d0t1f0!# ,
~35!
]r12
]t
5S 12 M*1id 12* D r32e2id0t2 12 S N2 1a 1N1a1~N111 !a D r121iF ~d 2L1d 2S!2~d 1L1d 1S!2 1a QoGr12
1Qor32e2i~d0t1f0!, ~36!
]r23
]t
5S 12 M*1id 12* D r21e2id0t2 12 FN2 1a 1~N211 ! 1a 1~N111 !a Gr232i@~d 2L1d 2S!1aQo#r232Qor21e2i~d0t1f0!,
~37!
and
]r13
]t
52@M*1i~d 21* 1d 12* !#r22e2id0t1i~d 21* 2d 12* !r33e2id0t1S 12 M*1id 12* D ~12r22!e2id0t2 12 FN1a1~N211 ! 1aGr13
2iF ~d 1L1d 1S!1S a1 1a DQoGr131Qo~2r331r2221 !e2i~d0t1f0!. ~38!
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Ni5N(v i) and M5M (v i) for i51 and 2, defined a to be
a[S g2g3D
1/2
, ~39!
and made the substitution r11512r222r33 .
VI. ATOMIC POPULATIONS
While the above set of coupled differential equations
~34!–~38! together with the complex conjugates of Eqs.
~36!–~38! fully describes the dynamics of the atomic system
in terms of its density matrix, here we are only interested in
the atomic populations. It is easy to see that the derivation of
the populations is simplified by the fact that the equations of
motion decouple into two groups of linearly independent dif-
ferential equations. In particular, to solve for the atomic
populations we only need to consider the closed set of dif-
ferential equations for r22 , r33 , r13 , and r31 . By also ne-
glecting frequency shifts due to the quantum field «ˆq ~d L and
d S! which are small corrections as discussed in Ref. @5#, we
solve for the steady-state cases ]r22 /]t50, ]r33 /]t50,
](r13e22id0t)/]t50, and ](r31e2id0t)/]t50, and find a
simple algebraic set of equations to describe the population
dynamics of the atom. These equations are
Mr˜ 131M*r˜ 13* 5aN12S a12aN11 1a N2D r22
1S 1a2aN11 1a N2D r33 , ~40!
S Qoe22if02 12 M D r˜ 131S Qoe2if02 12 M*D r˜ 13*
5
1
a
N2r222
1
a
~N211 !r33 , ~41!r˜ 135
1
A S 2 32 M*1Qoe2if0D r2212 1A Qoe2if0r33
1
1
A S 12 M*2Qoe2if0D , ~42!
where r˜ 13 is defined to be
r˜ 13[r13e
22id0t, ~43!
and the quantity A is given by
A[
1
2 FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G1iF2d01S a1 1a DQoG .
~44!
As we can see, the detuning of the RO field from the two-
photon resonance, d05v02(v13/2), is the only detuning
that enters the solution, as we indicated in Sec. II. Finally,
substituting Eq. ~42! and its complex conjugate into Eqs.
~40! and ~41! results in a set of two equations for r22 and
r33 , which after some algebra can be written in the follow-
ing forms:
L1r221J1r3351 ~45!
and
L2r221J2r3351. ~46!
For the special case when the coherent-field «ˆ0 is resonant
with the two-photon transition ~i.e., for d050!, and assum-
ing that «ˆ0 is a weak field so that the Stark shift contributioni.e., @a1(1/a)#Qo can be neglected, the quantities L1 ,
J1 , L2 , and J2 can be shown to be equal toL15
3uM u222QouM ucos F2
1
2 FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G S a12aN11 1a N2D
uM u222uM uQocos F2
1
2 aN1FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G
, ~47!
J15
24QouM ucos F1
1
2 FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G S 1a2aN11 1a N2D
uM u222uM uQocos F2
1
2 aN1FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G
, ~48!
L25
4Qo213uM u228QouM ucos F2
1
a FN1a1~N211 ! 1a GN2
4Qo21uM u224QouM ucos F
, ~49!
and
J25
8Qo224QouM ucos F1
1
a FN1a1~N211 ! 1a G~N211 !
4Qo21uM u224QouM ucos F
, ~50!
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sions become much more complicated. In Eqs. ~47!–~50! the
phase F is a combination of the phases of the squeezing fs
and of the RO f0 , and is given by
F52f01fs . ~51!
Hence the solutions for the atomic populations r22 and r33
are given by
r225
J12J2
L2J12J2L1
~52!
and
r335
L22L1
L2J12J2L1
. ~53!
In the subsequent discussion we concentrate on this special
case for which d050 and for which the above solutions are
valid with parameters given by Eqs. ~47!–~50!.
Note that from the above solution it is clear that the
atomic populations have a phase-sensitive modulation deter-
mined through the dependence of L i and J i on F, which is
the only phase left in the final answer. Furthermore, we see
that all phase-sensitive terms are of the form uM uQocos F,
corresponding to interference between the RO field as de-
scribed by Qo and the quantum field output of the ND-OPO
as described by the correlations of the field-quadrature fluc-
tuations given by M. However, since no cross ~interference!
terms between N1 , N2 , and Qo exist, we conclude that these
correlation functions of the fields must be incoherent with
each other. Indeed, as shown in Ref. @17#, the signal and idler
outputs of the ND-OPO, when viewed in isolation from each
other, are described by their total intensities N1 and N2 ,
respectively, and correspond to incoherent thermal fields and
hence should not be expected to interfere with Qo , although
they do contribute to the overall excitation probability by
virtue of the energy they carry. More explicitly, note that for
excitation with thermal fields (M50) the coupling between
r33 and r13 , due to the signal and idler fields, vanishes. By
contrast, the quantum correlations between the signal and
idler fields as given by M drive a nonzero coupling of r13
with r33 , as does Qo , ~assuming the RO and squeezed fields
are phase coherent!, thus giving rise to QI.
Concluding this section, we note that the precise way in
which F enters the populations is not completely obvious
from Eqs. ~52! and ~53!, especially in view of the five addi-
tional parameters, ~M, N1 , N2 , Qo , and a! and the algebraic
complexity of the solution. As a result, a global presentation
of all the features of our solution is not possible here, so that
we will instead focus on a few cases of special interest.
VII. SQUEEZING OVER A SMALL SOLID ANGLE
Phase-sensitive populations and quantum optical effects
In the discussion so far we have implicitly assumed that
the squeezing illuminates the atom from the full 4p solid
angle. However in a typical experimental setup, as for ex-
ample in Refs. @8# and @10#, the squeezed field will be fo-
cused onto the atoms only over a small angle. In that case, asdiscussed in Ref. @5#, the parameters N1 , N2 , and M should
be replaced by N1v(u), N2v(u), and Mv(u), where the
function v(u) is given by
v~u!5 12 @12 14 ~31cos2 u!cosu# , uP~0,p!, ~54!
with u the angle over which squeezing is propagated. For
reasonable experimental parameters with focusing angles,
u&20°, the values that v(u) takes are also small,
v(u)&0.04, justifying a power expansion of the solutions
given by Eqs. ~52! and ~53! with respect to the variable
v(u), which after some algebra reduce to
r22'N1v~u!1O@v2~u!# ~55!
and
r33'@4a2Vo
21~ uM u2a21N1N2!v2~u!
24a2QouM uv~u!cos F#1O@v3~u!# . ~56!
From Eq. ~55!, we see that the excited-state population
r22 of the u2& level, to the lowest term in v(u), is propor-
tional to the power of the resonant to the u1&!u2& transition
field component, as given by the field’s occupation number
N1 . We also observe that r22 exhibits no signs of modulation
to this order of v(u).
However, the population r33 of the u3& excited state @Eq.
~56!# has a more complex behavior, with separate contribu-
tions from the coherent reference oscillator field described by
Qo which is responsible for the direct 1!3 transition @the
first term in Eq. ~56!#; the quantum field described by N1 ,
N2 , and M which is responsible for the stepwise excitation
1!2!3 @the second term in Eq. ~56!#; and finally a cross
term due to quantum interference of the amplitudes of these
two processes @the third term in Eq. ~56!#. However, inspec-
tion of this quantum interference term shows that the inter-
ference occurs between the amplitude for excitation by the
RO field, and only part of the total amplitude for excitation
due to the squeezed fields. In particular, if we define
Xo[2aQo and Xq[AXq12 1Xq22 @with Xq1[auM uv(u) and
Xq2[AN1N2v(u)# to be the excitation amplitudes due to the
coherent field «ˆ0 and the quantum field «ˆq , respectively, we
see that the excited-state population is given by
r33'~X0
222X0Xq1cos F1Xq1
2 !1Xq2
2
. ~57!
Written in this form, r33 is obviously the result of two quan-
tum interfering pathways with amplitudes Xo and Xq1 , plus a
third incoherent contribution whose amplitude is Xq2 . The
physical interpretation of this observation is that excitation
via the RO and M interfere via the r13 coherence, where
excitation via N1 and N2 proceeds incoherently as discussed
in Sec. VI, so that their contribution to the total excitation
probability adds incoherently.
Finally, we point out that an experimentally relevant limit
is that of a strong RO field relative to the quantum field
(uX0u@uXqu), in which case the second term in Eq. ~56! be-
comes negligibly small compared to the other two, and hence
the result for r33 simplifies to
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From this final expression, we see that by measuring the
modulation of the excited-state population, the quantity M
can be inferred, and hence an access is gained to the non-
classical statistics of the squeezed field as described by the
correlation function M (V), where, from Eq. ~7!,
^a(V)a(V8)&5M (V)d(V1V8), with V and V8 defined
as the offset frequencies for the signal and idler fields in a
rotating frame at v0 ~i.e., vs5v01V and v i5v02V8!.
Note that the signal and idler fields can have substantial fre-
quency offsets, so that V/vo is not necessarily a small quan-
tity ~in the particular example studied in Ref. @10#, uvs
2v iu/2p.25 THz!. This large frequency offset will none-
theless be ‘‘demodulated’’ by the atom which is acting as a
nonlinear mixer @12#. We suggest that this capability opens
new avenues for the detection of nonclassical correlations at
ultrahigh frequency offsets which are beyond the range of
conventional homodyne detection, and which we previously
discussed in Ref. @10#. In particular, note that the form of
quadrature amplitudes change from the usual case in quan-
tum optics for which V/v0!1 @24,25#.
From an experimental point of view, it is desirable to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the observation, which
in the context of Eq. ~58! implies that we would like to
maximize 4a2Qo2, and simultaneously have that uM uv(u)
'Qo . This combination guarantees that the QI will have the
largest possible contrast ~i.e., 0&r33&8a2Qo2!, and also that
the maximum of the signal ~proportional to r33! will be as
large as possible. Recalling that Eq. ~58! has been derived
under the assumption that Xo@Xq.Xq1 , we see that the
above optimization is subject to the constraint 2aQo
@uM uv(u), which, combined with our requirement that
uM uv(u)'Qo , leads to the conclusion that for optimum ex-
perimental conditions we should have 2a@1, or equiva-
lently Ag2 /g3@0.5. Hence the choice of the atom to use in
this particular type of experiment is crucial, since the accu-
racy of the observation is ultimately determined by the
atomic decay rates, and in particular by the ratio of g2 to g3 .
In our experimental work of Ref. @10#, Ag2 /g3.1.29.
Turning now to the size of the modulation in Eq. ~58!, we
note that it can be characterized by the visibility V as defined
by
V[
~r33!max2~r33!min
~r33!max1~r33!min
. ~59!
Assuming N15N2[N , we have that, for quantum squeez-
ing, N,uM u<AN(N11), where for classical states uM u
,N . Hence, N/Qo,Vsqueezed<AN(N11)/Qo and Vclassical
<N/Qo for the cases of squeezed and classical field excita-
tion, respectively, with fundamentally different functional
dependences. In particular, for the case of quantum squeez-
ing in minimum uncertainty states, Vsqueezed(N!0)
!AN/Qo which has a characteristic square-root dependence
on N. Observation of this dependence would constitute an
unambiguous quantum effect of the same nature as that of
Ref. @8#. As a matter of fact, this type of experiment has
certain advantages over that of Ref. @8#, where we sought anasymptotically linear dependence for the two-photon excita-
tion versus the intensity of the incident squeezed vacuum for
the case of small N. In particular, the signal for the experi-
ment proposed here, the distinctive functional form of AN ,
could be easier to identify as compared to the linear func-
tional form N, which can have other origins if necessary
precautions are not taken ~e.g., the scattered background
from the squeezed field also scales as N!. Last but not least,
the actual data acquisition ~photocounting! could be viewed
in the frequency domain, where, as in Ref. @10#, one looks at
the Fourier transform of the photocurrent, in this way reduc-
ing the background content at the observation frequency and
improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Note that for a photon-
counting experiment, with Qo50 as in Ref. @8#, one detects
a signal given by the term Xq
25(uM u2a21N1N2)v2(u) in
Eq. ~56!. By contrast, with Qo nonzero, there is ‘‘mixing’’
gain so that XqX0 ,X0
2@Xq
2
. The operational advantage is that
the quantum noise ~photon counting associated with X0
2! can
then be dominant over other noises such as dark counts in the
photodetectors and scattered light, which were limiting fac-
tors in the experiment of Ref. @8#.
VIII. SQUEEZING OVER A LARGE SOLID ANGLE
By increasing the angle of focusing of the squeezed light
onto the atoms, the value of v(u) increases, and additional
FIG. 2. Atomic populations ~a! r22 and ~b! r33 vs the focusing
angle of squeezing u and the quantum interference angle F plotted
for a[Ag2 /g35A5/3, Qo50.1, N15N250.1, and
uM u5AN(N11).
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retained for the solution to be accurate. Figures 2–4 show
graphs of the full solution for the excited-state populations
r22 and r33 as a function of the focusing angle u and of the
quantum interference phase F. Clearly, along the F axis we
observe the 2p-periodic structure ~p periodic in the phase fo
of the RO! of the atomic populations, a direct consequence
of quantum interference, while along the u dimension we see
increasingly interesting features that appear as the solid angle
of coverage is increased. In particular, the effects of QI be-
come much more profound for large focusing angles; for
example, for certain F in Figs. 3 and 4 it leads to complete
suppression of the two-excited-state population r22 . To
elaborate more on this point, assuming complete coverage of
the atoms by the squeezing ~i.e., u5p! it can be shown from
Eqs. ~52! and ~53! that for the particular choice of F5p/2,
Ns5Ni5N5@1/(a221)# , and uM u5AN(N11),
r2250 ~60!
and
r335
1
2 . ~61!
It is noted that this interesting case only occurs for atomic
systems with linewidths satisfying g2.g3 , since N has to be
a positive number.
FIG. 3. Atomic populations ~a! r22 and ~b! r33 vs the focus-
ing angle of squeezing u and the quantum interference angle F
plotted for a[Ag2 /g35A5/3, Qo50.1, N15N251, and
uM u5AN(N11).The particular choice of parameters for Figs. 2–4 is such
as to model the atomic system studied in Ref. @10#, for which
a'A5/3, and where the intensity of the RO was Qo'0.1.
Recall that the theory of Eqs. ~52! and ~53! was developed
under the assumption of weak RO fields, for which Stark
shifts caused by these can be neglected and hence we limit
Qo!1. Nevertheless, inclusion of the Stark shifts due to the
Qo field only requires the use of the full expression for A
@defined in Eq. ~44!#, which simply changes the definition of
the quantities J1 , J2 , L1 , and L2 in Eqs. ~47!–~50!.
Note that in the experiment @10# the focusing angle was
very small u'0.1 rad, and hence only simple sinusoidal os-
cillations were present rather than the more complex inter-
ference patterns that appear for higher values of u as shown
on Figs. 2–4. In the examples presented here, we have as-
sumed a minimum uncertainty state with uM u25N(N11),
where N[N15N2 , and successive figures have been drawn
for increasingly stronger squeezed fields. There, for Fig. 2
we assume N50.1, for Fig. 3 we use N51, and for Fig. 4 we
use N510. Note that M and N refer to the squeezed field at
the source, with the factor v(u) accounting for ‘‘alterations’’
in coupling the source to the atoms. We also note that by
changing the value of a, the corresponding graphs will take
both quantitatively as well as qualitatively different forms
than shown in Figs. 2–4.
FIG. 4. Atomic populations ~a! r22 and ~b! r33 vs the focusing
angle of squeezing u and the quantum interference angle F plotted
for a[Ag2 /g35A5/3, Qo50.1, N15N2510, and uM u
5AN(N11).
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optical effects
As previously noted, the atomic populations r22 and r33 ,
exhibit phase sensitivity via the dependencies expressed in
Eqs. ~52! and ~53! on the term QouM ucos F @here we have
set v(u)51#. Hence both Qo and M must be nonzero inorder to have phase-sensitive atomic populations. In the case
of thermal excitation for which M50 and the signal and
idler fields are each in a thermal state with occupation num-
ber given by N1 and N2 , respectively, there is no phase
sensitivity, and the atomic populations can be shown to be
equal tor22
th 5
~N1a21N211 !~N2N11N114Qo2!
4Qo2~113N1a213N212a2!1~11N213N2N112N1!~N1a21N211 !
~62!
and
r33
th 5
4Qo2~N1a21N21a2!1~N1a21N211 !N2N1
4Qo2~113N1a213N212a2!1~11N213N2N112N1!~N1a21N211 !
. ~63!
Note that by setting Qo50 we recover Eqs. ~12! and ~13! of Ref. @5~b!#.
Next we turn to the case MÞ0, which implies phase sensitivity but does not necessarily imply a nonclassical effect. In
particular, one should compare the minimum uncertainty quantum states for which uM u25N(N11) with the ‘‘closest’’
classical states, namely, the classical squeezed states for which uM u25N2 ~here, as above, we make the simplifying assumption
that N15N2[N!. In both cases, we have phase-sensitive atomic populations. In order to identify intrinsically quantum effects
associated with the nonclassical nature of the quantum squeezed vacuum, we concentrate on the region of small N&1, where
the distinction between the effects of classical and quantum squeezing is maximum. In particular, if we assume that N!1, we
can expand the solutions for the atomic populations r22 and r33 as given by Eqs. ~52! and ~53! in powers of N, which leads
to
r22
q 5
1
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
F 11 a211~112a2!1 14Qo2
AN
Qo cos FG1O~N ! ~64!
and
r33
q 5
a2
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
F 12 a21 14Qo2
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
AN
Qo cos FG1O~N ! ~65!
for the case of excitation with quantum squeezing. For the excitation with classical squeezing, we obtain
r22
cl 5
1
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
F 11 ~11a2!~112a2!1 14Qo2
N
Qocos FG1 32Qo4~a421 !18Qo2~a221 !1116Qo4S ~112a2!1 14Qo2D N1O~N2! ~66!
and
r33
cl 5
a2
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
F 12 a21 14Qo2
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
N
Qocos FG2 4Qo2~a421 !1~a413a221 !4Qo2S ~112a2!1 14Qo2D 2 N1O~N2!. ~67!Equations ~64!–~67! show that for small N, phase-
sensitive modulation onsets for the case of quantum squeez-
ing proportionally to AN/Qo , while for the case of classical
squeezing the onset of the modulation is proportional to
N/Qo , which is of higher order in N. This again raises theissue of the functional dependance of the modulation size
versus N. The distinction between the functional forms AN
and N is apparently an unambiguous signature of quantum
effects.
For completeness, we note that in the limit N15N25N
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thermal fields, results in
r22
th 5
1
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
1
32Qo4~a421 !18Qo2~a221 !11
16Qo4S ~112a2!1 14Qo2D
2 N
1O~N2! ~68!
and
FIG. 5. Atomic populations: ~ ! solid lines are for r22 ;
~   ! dotted lines are for r33 . Here a[Ag2 /g35A1/10 and
Qo50.1. N50.1 for (asq) and (acl), N51 for (bsq) and (bcl), and
N510 for (csq) and (ccl). Two cases of excitation with quantum
squeezed light @ uM u5AN(N11)# @(asq), (bsq), and (csq)# and clas-
sical squeezed light (uM u5N) @(acl), (bcl), and (ccl)# have been
considered.
FIG. 6. Atomic populations: ~ ! solid lines are for r22 ;
~   ! dotted lines are for r33 . Here a[Ag2 /g35A5/3 and
Qo50.1. N50.1 for (asq) and (acl), N51 for (bsq) and (bcl); and
N510 for (csq) and (ccl). Two cases of excitation with quantum
squeezed light @ uM u5AN(N11)# @(asq), (bsq), and (csq)# and clas-
sical squeezed light (uM u5N) @(acl), (bcl), and (ccl)# have been
considered.r33
th 5
a2
~112a2!1
1
4Qo2
2
4Qo2~a421 !1~a413a221 !
4Qo2S ~112a2!1 14Qo2D
2 N
1O~N2!, ~69!
which contain the same terms as r22
cl and r33
cl as in Eqs. ~66!
and ~67!, but without the modulation.
Figures 5–7 show examples of the quantum interference
patterns that are predicted from our theory @Eqs. ~52! and
~53!# ~without the assumption that N!1! for an extensive set
of parameters. For each figure we choose a different value
for a, with a5A1/10 for Fig. 5, a5A5/3 for Fig. 6, and
a5A10/1 for Fig. 7. According to the definition of a @Eq.
~39!#, we note that these values correspond to the ratios of
the atomic linewidths equal to g2 /g350.1, 1.67, and 10 for
Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. With other parameters kept
the same, it is clear that in the first case with g2 /g350.1 the
atomic population of the second excited level would be in
general greater than the atomic population of the third ex-
cited level, r22.r33 , while in the third example with
g2 /g3510 the opposite must be true, as is evident from
Figs. 7. In addition, each figure has been plotted for three
different values of N, while Qo50.1 has been kept constant
throughout. For each of these cases we show the atomic
populations r22 and r33 for excitation with minimum uncer-
tainty quantum squeezing uM u25N(N11) and for classical
squeezing uM u25N2.
B. Quantum optical effects in phase-sensitive inversion
Another interesting feature of the atomic system under
consideration is the fact that it exhibits phase-sensitive inver-
FIG. 7. Atomic populations: ~ ! solid lines are for r22 ;
~   ! dotted lines are for r33 . Here a[Ag2 /g35A10/1 and
Qo50.1. N50.1 for (asq) and (acl), N51 for (bsq) and (bcl), and
N510 for (csq) and (ccl). Two cases of excitation with quantum
squeezed light @ uM u5AN(N11)# @(asq), (bsq), and (csq)# and clas-
sical squeezed light (uM u5N) @(acl), (bcl), and (ccl)# have been
considered.
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@28#, the phase sensitivity is induced by squeezed light. For
the purposes of the present discussion we find it convenient
to define a measure of the inversion between the ui& and u j&
states in terms of the ratio of the populations r ii and r j j in
these two states according toI i j[
r ii
r j j
. ~70!
Once more making the simplified assumption that
N15N2[N leads to the following expression for the popu-
lation inversion between the three- and two-excited levels:I32[
r33
r22
5
S 4 N~a211 !1a2N~a211 !11 2C2sin2F DQo22aCQocos F2uM u2 N~a
211 !2a2
N~a211 !11 1N
2
~42C2sin2F!Qo21N~N11 !2uM u2
, ~71!
where
C[
4auM u
N~a211 !11 . ~72!
This expression takes fundamentally different forms depending on the statistics of the signal and idler fields used for the
excitation. In particular, for minimum uncertainty squeezed states, uM u25N(N11), we find
I32
q 5
S 4 N~a211 !1a2N~a211 !11 2Cq2sin2F DQo22aCqQocos F1 Na
2
N~a211 !11
~42Cq
2sin2F!Qo2
, ~73!
while for classically squeezed states uM u25N2 we have
I32
cl 5
S 4 N~a211 !1a2N~a211 !11 2Ccl2 sin2F DQo22aCclQocos F1 N
2~a211 !
N~a211 !11
~42Ccl
2 sin2F!Qo21N
, ~74!and for thermal states uM u250 we obtain
I32
th 5
4
N~a211 !1a2
N~a211 !11 Qo
21N2
4Qo21N~N11 !
. ~75!
Here, from Eq. ~72!, Cq and Ccl are defined to be
Cq[
4aAN~N11 !
N~a211 !11 ~76!
and
Ccl[
4aN
N~a211 !11 . ~77!
Note that in the cases described above, the mean photon flux
as given by N is the same, with only the form of M changing
from one expression to the other. Also observe that the in-
version is phase sensitive for both quantum and classical
squeezed states, but not for thermal fields. As before, in or-
der to differentiate between classical uM u5N and quantum
uM u5AN(N11) effects, we must concentrate on the regionwhere the difference is the largest, which is for small N
&1. Assuming N!1 and N,Qo , allows us to expand Eqs.
~73! and ~74! in powers of N, leading to
I32
q 5a22a2
AN
Qo cos F1O~N ! ~78!
for the case of excitation with quantum squeezing, while for
excitation with classical squeezing we obtain that
I32
cl 5a21S 12a42 a24Qo2D N2a2 NQocos F1O~N2!.
~79!
Again, for the purposes of completeness, expansion of Eq.
~75! gives
I32
th 5a21S 12a42 a24Qo2D N1O~N2! ~80!
for the case of thermal fields.
The ratio of the atomic linewidths a plays a key role in
the determination of the values the inversion takes. In par-
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N5M50! then I32
q 5I32
cl 5I32
th 5a2, which, when combined
with the definition of the inversion I325r33 /r22 and the defi-
nition of a5Ag2 /g3, leads to r33g35r22g2 . This is what
we would naturally expect from the atomic rates of sponta-
neous emission when the system is driven only by the RO
field Qo .
Returning now to the discussion of how to distinguish
between intrinsically quantum versus classical effects, we
observe that Eq. ~78! predicts that even for arbitrarily small
driving fields ~i.e., N!1 and Qo!1!, and as long as
AN/Qo'1, we can obtain phase-sensitive inversion that var-
ies between the extreme values 0<I32
q <2a2. In other words,
the correlations of the fluctuations of the nonclassical field
«ˆq as expressed by M, and the QI of the excitation ampli-
tudes, can lead to a complete suppression of the excited-state
population (I32q 50), or, in the opposite extreme, to popula-
tion inversion twice as large as the usual inversion (I32q
52a2). Hence the effect of phase-sensitive inversion can be
viewed as a modification of the relative strength of the spon-
taneous emission rates for the 3!2 and 2!1 transitions,
where, for complete suppression of the excited state popula-
tion, a!aeff50; however in the opposite extreme a!aeff
5&a ~recall that a5Ag2 /g3!. Similar effects of QI and
modification of the effective decay rates have been exten-
sively studied in the context of lasing without inversion @26#.
However, in our case we have a ‘‘new player’’ on the scene,
namely, the quantum statistics of the exciting fields as de-
scribed by the correlations of the quadrature fluctuations
given by M.
The above qualitative observations, although not unique
to quantum squeezing @since Eq. ~79! implies that the inver-
sion modulates above and below the value a2 even with
classical squeezing ~i.e., M5N!#, do, however, contain
quantitatively distinctive differences between the cases of
excitation with classical versus quantum squeezing. In par-
ticular, Eq. ~79! implies that in the same limiting case as we
have considered above, ~i.e., N!1 and Qo!1!, and assum-
ing that the value of a is not very large ~i.e., a!1/Qo!, the
population inversion between the three- and two-excited
states is roughly constant, I32
cl .a2@12(N/4Qo2)#' 34 a2 ~as-
suming as above that AN/Qo'1!. Hence we have a very
strong prediction that will distinguish between intrinsically
quantum versus classical effects in a much more profound
way than the difference in functional form that was men-
tioned above, or that which was studied in Ref. @8#, namely,
that excitation of the atoms by a combination of a very weak
quantum field «ˆq(M5AN(N11),N!1) and a very weak
classical RO field «ˆ0(Qo!1) will lead to phase-sensitive
inversion between the three- and two-excited levels that
could range between 0 and 2a2. This is in sharp contrast to
excitation by classical squeezed fields, for which the phase
sensitivity of the inversion disappears, and which, within the
limits of this calculation, will have a value roughly equal to
3
4 a
2
. The price to pay is that we have limited ourselves to
very weak excitation fields, and hence the excited-state
populations which ultimately determine the size of the signal
to be observed are also very weak, which reduces the signal-
to-noise ratio and makes the experiment more difficult. Nev-
ertheless, this is a good technique for observing intrinsicallyquantum effects associated with the interaction of nonclassi-
cal states of the electromagnetic field with atoms, which very
distinctively distinguishes between classical and quantum ef-
fects, and which persists even for very small focusing angles
of the squeezed vacuum onto the atoms @N!Nv(u)!1# .
For completeness, we note that for the case of thermal
excitation the population inversion in the above limit of
weak fields reduces to I32
th .a2@12(N/4Q2)# , which is the
same limit as for classical squeezing. In other words, the case
of very weak classical squeezed fields resembles the case of
thermal fields, and loses its squeezing character ~scales as N!,
while as we have seen that in the case of quantum squeezing
the effects of squeezing persist ~scale as AN!.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a solution based on the
quantum master equation for the problem of two-photon ex-
citation of a three-level atom by a combination of the signal
and idler output fields from a ND-OPO and a strong coherent
RO field. As a result of the combined excitation, and due to
the presence of multiple excitation pathways, the atomic
populations exhibit phase sensitivity to the relative phase of
the fields, and in particular to the asymmetric distribution of
fluctuations for a squeezed state. We have derived analytic
expressions for the excited-state populations r22 and r33 ,
and have analyzed several examples of quantum interference
in the system including the effects of finite angle of focusing
of the squeezed field onto the atoms, which is a crucial ex-
perimental constraint. Particular emphasis was given to iden-
tifying intrinsically quantum effects associated with the non-
classical nature of the squeezed vacuum, with specific
comparison to the closest classical analog of quantum
squeezing, for which similar qualitative but different quanti-
tative effects can be observed. Additional comparisons to the
simpler case where the signal and idler fields are in a thermal
state have been presented. Finally, we have analyzed popu-
lation inversion in our system, which was shown to be phase
sensitive due to QI, and demonstrated that for weak excita-
tion there are distinct differences between excitation with
quantum versus classical squeezing.
One notable feature of the class of nonclassical phenom-
ena that we have considered here is that they manifest for
small intensities of the squeezed field, and in fact they be-
come more pronounced as this intensity decreases. This is in
contrast with a different class of phenomena ~such as sub-
natural line narrowing @1#! for which the nonclassical nature
of the effects associated with the interaction of nonclassical
states of the electromagnetic field with atoms becomes more
pronounced for strong intensities of the squeezed light. How-
ever, contrary to the latter case, the phenomena we have
discussed in this paper are persistent even for very small
coupling efficiencies of the squeezed light with the atoms.
This is a crucial feature from an experimentalist point of
view, and the observation of any of the nonclassical effects
discussed in the literature almost always rely on the ability to
realize these effects with very small coupling efficiencies.
Therefore, effects which persist independently of coupling
690 PRA 59N. PH. GEORGIADES, E. S. POLZIK, AND H. J. KIMBLEefficiency are extremely interesting, and so far have been the
only type of effects that have been observed @8#. Notice that
as the coupling efficiency increases, which in our case is
equivalent to v(u)!1, effects of the second class will also
start to manifest themselves, and one needs to take into ac-
count more carefully the full expression of r33 , as well as to
consider the frequency spectra, in order to unveil additionalsignatures of the nonclassical interaction of the squeezed
field with the atoms.
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